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TUHU

striped arm warmers
Note:
I suggest you either divide the balls in half before you start
knitting OR work the arm warmers two at a time. This will help
ensure they come out even and you don’t run out of yarn on your
second arm warmer.
Project starts at the fingers and progresses toward the cuff.
Stripe Pattern: 2 rows color A, 2 rows color B, repeat
Instructions

Finished Measurements
7½” circumference x 10” long
(or desired length)
Materials
2 hanks Mirasol Tuhu yarn,
shades #2000-Tangerine and
#2008-Cream
US6 DPN (or size needed to
obtain gauge)
Gauge
5.5 sts x 7 rows = 1” in
stockinette stitch in the round
Abbreviations
BO = Bind Off
CO = Cast On
K
= Knit
P
= Purl
St st = Stockinette St
Sts = stitches
Credits
Garment design & photography
by Ann McClure

Right hand arm warmer
Cast On 36 sts
Join to work in the round, being careful not to twist. Place marker
to indicate beginning of round.
Work K2, P2 rib for 4 rounds
Change to St st and work 10 more rounds (14 rounds total)
Make Thumb Hole:
Knit 6 sts, bind off next 6 sts, knit to end
Next row: Knit 6 sts, cast on 6 sts using “backward e” method,
knit to end.
Keeping stripe pattern correct, continue working even in St st
until piece measures 9” from cast on edge. Work 4 rows of K2,
P2 rib.
Bind off all sts. Weave in ends.
Left hand arm warmer
Work as for right, reversing shaping. (ha!)
Thumb Hole:
K24, BO 6, K to end. Next round: K24, CO 6 using “backward e”
method, K to end.
Knit on to match right arm warmer.
Wear with pride.
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